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Welcome… The T@B teardrop travel trailer was birthed a decade ago, inspired by the classic teardrop 

camper trailer of the 1940’s. This unique camper takes the concept of teardrop trailers to the next level by adding bright colors, dynamic 

lines, standing room and many creature comforts not available in typical teardrops. 

The T@B is designed to be lightweight, easy to tow and even easier to set up and use. By staying signi� cantly below the 2000 lb threshold, 

the T@B is uniquely positioned in a class all by itself. As such, most family cars, SUV’s and lightweight trucks exert little to no effort to tow one.

So pick out your � oorplan, your colors, your options and personalize the T@B just for you!

Adopt the pace of nature: her secret is patience.Adopt the pace of nature: her secret is patience.
RALPH WALDO EMERSON
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In all things of nature there is something of the marvelous.
ARISTOTLE

Standard Features

High Gloss Exterior with Alloys

Tongue Box

Spare Tire Mount

Sink & Stove

Sturdy Doorstep

Easy-Up Table

EVERY DAYSuperior Cra� smanship
Our products are built using � ne, high grade materials and we pay attention to detail on every model we build. One look at the 
T@B and you’ll understand it’s not just the retro design and ultra-light weight nature that makes it popular—it's the quality.
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U-Floorplan
The traditional � oor plan got its name 

from the U-Shaped Sofa Bed/Dinette 

which converts into a 70"x73" sleeping 

area. The rear wall features 3 overhead 

cabinets as well as European Styled 

Lighting. The kitchen area features a 

sink, 2-burner stove, overhead cabinetry 

and a tall shirt closet.

Kitchen and Entrance Seating Area
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L-Floorplan
If you need storage space, this is your 

� oor plan. The L shaped countertop comes 

complete with sink & 2-burner stove and 

features ample cabinetry — both overhead 

and underneath. Ceiling to � oor cabinetry, 

located on the rear wall, provides loads of 

deep storage.

Seating AreaKitchen and Entrance
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Kitchen and Entrance Seating Area

Q-Floorplan
What do you get when 2 T@Bs fall in 

love? A true hybrid of the L & U � oor 

plans, the Q offers the same front 

kitchen area as the L � oor plan while 

providing the sofa sleeper/dinette and 

rear cabinetry as the U � oor plan.
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Seating Area shown with optional pole table base Ceiling Mounted AC
for models with wet bath

Kitchen and Entrance

*All packages of the S-Model include both gray and hot water tank.

S-Floorplan
Love the T@B but can’t pull the trigger 
without a restroom? Here’s your answer. The 
S Model offers the traditional U � oor plan with 
respect to both kitchen and sleeping areas, 
but swaps out the cabinet and � oor mounted 
AC for a wetbath, giving you the ability to 
shower as well. Your 73"x70" sleeping area 
will not be compromised whatsoever should 
you wish to add the ceiling mounted AC unit.

Bed area 
decreases 

with optional 
AC/Heat 

pump below
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Seating Area shown with optional pole table base

Due to the styling and contour of the CS, the colored body trim is only available around the windows, wheel wells and the two 
front grab handles. The 3-way fridge is not available in the CS as it cannot attain proper adequate ventilation for LP exhaust.

Clamshell Floorplan
Maximize your cabin area while enjoying 
nature as you cook outdoors! The Clamshell 
model originates from the traditional teardrop 
trailers where kitchens are set in the rear of 
the camper. A bench, with cushion & storage, 
sets in the front in lieu of an internal kitchen 
area. And just like the S-Floorplan, the CS also 
offers the option to add a wetbath.

shown with optional front window Front Bench and Entrance
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Hazelnut Sunset Pebble Wine Scuba Black Pipeline Blue

Fabric Options

Quickst@rt Package Features (S Model packages vary)

M@xx Package Features (S Model packages vary)

Options & Packages

Furnace

Grey Tank

Air Conditioner PortaPotty

Alde System

12v-110 Refrigerator

3Way Air Conditioner

CoolCat AC/Heat Pump Table w/Pole Base

Entertainment Center

Options

Fixed Front Window Side Portal Window

The human spirit 
needs places where 
NATURE HAS NOT 

BEEN REARRANGED
by the hand of man.

–AUTHOR UNKNOWN

9" Flip-down TV/DVD/AM/FM
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Speci� cations

STANDARD FEATURES
included on all T@B Packages

OPTIONAL FEATURES

Exterior
Skin Colors: Polar White, Silver Frost
Trim Colors: Black, Red, Blue, Yellow, Orange, White
Foam Block Insulation
14" tires on Alloy Wheels
100% Aluminum Frame w/ Foam Block Insulation
Rubber Torsion, Independent Suspension
7-way plug/5000 lb safety chain
Diamond Plate Gravel Guard
2 Sets of Grab Handles; 2 Sets of Stabilizer Jacks
Custom Taillights & External Porch Light
Spare Tire with Under Mount
Pre-Installed Keder (Awning) Rail
20 Pound LP Bottle & ABS Bottle Cover
Hydraulic Surge Brake System (prior to Aug. 2013)
Electric Brake System (Aug. 2013 and beyond)

Interior
Colors Available: Hazelnut Sunset, Pebble Wine,
 Scuba Black, Pipeline Blue
Birch Hardwood Cabinetry
Side Windows with Roll-a-way Shades/Screen
Dual Directional, 3-Speed Roof Fan
Easy Up Indoor/Outdoor Table
Sink with 12v Water Pump, 10 gal. tank & city water
2 Burner Range with Glass Cover
12v LED Light Fixtures
110v to 12v Power Converter w/battery charger
Screen Door
Quilted aluminum backsplash

Exterior
Width (including trim) 76"
Length (tip to tail) 15'2"
Height (including fan) 89"

Interior
Width  71"
Length (at max) 103" in L and CS;
 124" in U, Q, S
Height (at max) 69"

Overall
Weight 
B@sic 1490 lbs
Quickst@rt 1600 lbs
M@xx 1670 lbs

Tongue Weight
B@sic 135 lbs
Quickst@rt 165 lbs
M@xx 180 lbs

GAWR 2900 lbs

GVWR 2800 lbs

Tire Size 205/75/14

*All speci� cations are subject to 
change without notice

B@sic Quickst@rt M@xx
12v-110 Fridge OPT X OPT

3-Way (12v-110-LP) Norcold Fridge
*Not available in CS � oorplan OPT OPT X

LP Furnace OPT X OPT

AC Unit OPT X X

CoolCat AC with Heat Pump OPT OPT OPT

110 Water Heater OPT OPT OPT

Alde LP-110 Hot Water & Central Heat System
(110 & LP Dual Powered System) OPT OPT X

19 Gal. Grey Tank OPT OPT X

Port-a-Potty OPT X X

110v 9" Flip Down TV w/ DVD/CD/AM/FM OPT X OPT

12v 19" LED TV w/power center& speakers OPT OPT X

Side Portal Window OPT OPT OPT

Front Window OPT OPT OPT

X=Equipment is Standard OPT=Optional Feature
Notes
Options may be ordered ála carte

When fridge or AC is not ordered, a large storage cabinet is installed

Wetbath Model Notes
Gray & Black Tanks
Alde Heat System
Ceiling Mounted AC Unit OPT
5 gal. Fresh Water Tank

New for 2014 (models produced August 2013)

Alde System
Electric Brakes
Italian Hinged Stove
6 Gal. Black Water Tank
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CoverCoverTent

AwningAwningAwningAwning

TeardropTeardrop
Lock

Sap, acid rain and a litany 
of elements of nature can be 
brutal to your camper—keep 
your T@B protected with this 

breathable, UV resistant, 
durable all-weather 

cover.

Increase your versatility by 
adding living space! This is an ideal 

extension for guests, children or 
pets… alternatively, have it simply 

serve as a screened in porch 
to your T@B.

Keep cool in the shade with 
this awning! Like the tent, it 

interfaces with the keder 
rail on your T@B.

Protect your investment 
and make everyone 
aware that you love 

(and lock down) 
your T@B.

Accessories

YOUR WAY.Your T@B.
Check out our accessories and optional features to make your T@B unique and beautiful; just the way you like it.
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Scan 
code to 
see even 
more 
beautiful 
product

Your Local Dealer

www.tab-rv.com

Quality Construction
In building the T@B, our charge is to construct it with the utmost care, employing only the highest grade materials. From the 

all-aluminum framing to the beautiful and pure birch interiors to each individual component, we take great pride in the construction 

process and strive for perfection. We want you to enjoy your trailer in every way possible: functionally, practically and aesthetically.

We strictly adhere to NFPA/1192 and CSA/Z240 Certi� cation requirements and implement multiple quality control checkpoints 

during and after the construction process. When the trailer is completed, every component and system is re-tested to ensure that it 

is issue-free and ready for you to take home!

Dealer Body
Our dealer body is the heart and soul of our organization. Each one is independently owned and operated—free from any corporate 

requirements. Purchasing locally has a litany of bene� ts. From the investigation/education process to purchasing to servicing your 

trailer to possibly trading it in on a new one, your dealer will forge a personal relationship with you that is both meaningful and 

long lasting. Other superlatives a local dealer can offer include proximity/ease of access, custom information on ordering and 

maintenance for the state in which you live and general tips to operate your T@B in the most ef� cient and effective manner.

It is pleasant to have 
been to a place the

WAY A RIVER WENT.
HENRY DAVID THOREAU
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